Recent embedded processors become to be multi-cored, due 
Introduction
The performance of processors has been improved by increasing operating frequencies based on speeding up transistors. In the 90nm manufacturing process, since the increased power consumption limits raising the operating frequency, processor designers are started to increase the number of cores to improve the performance. Multi-core processors stimulate applications to be parallelized. Since general purpose CPU has small number of core, which is optimized for serial processing, it has a limitation of parallel processing. To solve this limitation, GPU is used for the parallel processing.
GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) is kept developed up to GP-GPU (General Purpose Graphic Processing Unit). GP-GPU is getting to include most of techniques of existing CPU. GPU is not only for graphic data processing, but also for general purposes. GPU is composed of simple structured efficient cores. The number of cores is from tens up to thousands. These cores are suitable for the parallel processing [1] .
Recently, applications with parallel processing are appeared in the embedded environment. Since the CPU used for the embedded environment has low operating frequency and little number of cores, it has a limitation of parallel processing. In this paper, we design and implement GP-GPU of SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Threads) [2, 3] architecture for parallel processing in the embedded environment. In order to verify the performance, the image processing application is parallelized. The performance of the implemented GP-GPU is compared with the existing multi-core CPU of the embedded environment. The comparison The GPUs with the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) structure improved its performance by parallelizing SPs. [4] [5] [6] [7] Each SP with the SIMD structure patches a single instruction and processes several data simultaneously. However, a module that can control the execution flow, by enabling every SP to independently execute different instructions, should exist as much as the number of SPs. Meanwhile, for the GPU with the SIMT structure, every SP processes the same one instruction. As shown in Figure 2 , a single SP control unit can control every SP, reducing the use rate of hardware resources and power consumption. 
Superscalar instruction issue
As shown in Figure 3 , the Warp Scheduler in the implemented GP-GPU patches four instructions by choosing an odd warp and an even warp among current enabled Warps. The implemented GP-GPU is designed to have three ALUs and one LD/ST unit, considering the usage frequency of instructions. Thus the superscalar mode must be arbitrated so that patched instructions are not exceed four ALU instructions or two LS/ST instructions in the Warp scheduler. When the enabled Warp has the PC value, which references both instructions as LS/DT instruction, or when two enabled Warp try to patch only ALU instruction, it should be arbitrated to patch only three instructions, not four instructions. 
Register file access
Since the processor with the superscalar structure patches more than two instructions at the same time, Register bank conflict can be occurred, as shown in Figure 4 (A). When the register, which is referenced by each four operands, is located at the same bank, bank conflict is occurred and causes the pipeline stall. In order to solve this conflict, four read ports of register bank are required. But Increasing read ports is not an appropriate solution in the embedded environment, because of larger hardware scale. Another solution is to design the 6 stage operand collector [8] , as shown in Figure 5 
Figure 5. (A) 6 Stage operand collector, (B) 4 Stage operand collector
In this paper, the 4 stage operand collector is proposed, as shown in Figure 5 (B). Both 6 stage and 4 stage operand collectors are implemented, and compared based on resource usage and consumption cycle. The results are shown in Table 1 . In the comparison, the referenced register number is randomly generated for the operand of 8192 * 2 instructions. 4 stage operand collector can process all instructions with less Flip-Flop bits and fewer clock cycles. 
Experimental results
As the experimental environment, the VC707 FPGA Platform by Xilinx was used. Implemented GP-GPU has one core with 16 Stream Processors. The operating frequency in the platform is 50 MHz. A verification application was used for parallelizing an integral image creation algorithm, which is frequently used in the field of image processing and recognition, and the Gaussian Filter Mask algorithm. For parallelization of the CPU in the embedded platform, OpenMP was used. The size of image, used in the experimentation, is 640 x 480. It has 307,200 pixels. The image of 307,200 pixels was converted into the integral image. The experiment result is presented in Table 2 . As runtime difference occurred because of the different core operating frequency of each platform used in the experiment, clocks used for processing a single pixel were compared; the experiment result is shown in Figure 7 (A) (The clock used for processing a single pixel = operating frequency × runtime/number of pixels) [10] . Table 3 shows the comparison of runtime with 3x3 Gaussian filter mask. Figure 7 (B) shows the comparison of clock cycles used for processing a single pixel with 3x3 Gaussian filter mask. 
Summary
The multi-cored GP-GPU of SIMT architecture is designed and implemented for parallel processing in the embedded environment. Each core has 16 stream processors (SPs). The implemented GP-GPU can process maximum 4 instructions at the same time. 4 stage Operand Collector is proposed to reduce bank conflicts. The performance of the implemented GP-GPU is compared with the existing multi-core CPU of the embedded environment. The image of 640 x 480 sized 307,200 pixels was converted using three image processing algorithms. The comparison results show the performance of parallel processing with the implemented GP-GPU is improved over ARM Cortex-A15 4Core, the most cutting-edge CPU in the embedded environment. The improvements are 17% in the integral image creation and 7% in 3x3 Gaussian filter mask.
